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Abstract

A simple, efficient, and robust on-line data-processing scheme was developed for the digital front-end electronics of the electro-
magnetic calorimeter of the PANDA spectrometer at FAIR, Darmstadt. The implementation of the processing algorithm in FPGA
enables the construction of an almost dead-time free data acquisition system. The prototype of a complete trigger-lessreadout
chain has been developed and evaluated. The precision of time synchronisation commands has been verified. A pile-up recovery
algorithm was developed and evaluated over a large dynamic range of signal amplitiudes.
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1. Introduction1

The PANDA collaboration at FAIR, Germany, will investi-2

gate yet undiscovered charm-meson states and glueballs in an-3

tiproton annihilations to study QCD phenomena in the non-4

perturbative regime [1]. A multi-purpose detector for track-5

ing, calorimetry and particle identification is presently being6

developed to run at high luminosities providing annihilation7

rates up to 20MHz. The PANDA electromagnetic calorime-8

ter (EMC) [2] is depicted in fig. 1 and composed of PbWO49

(PWO) crystals which are cooled to -25◦C and coupled to10

large-area avalanche photo-diodes or vacuum photo-triodes/-11

tetrodes. Individual crystals will be exposed to single-detector12

hit rates up to 500kHz causing a pileup probability up to 15%.13

The photo-sensor signals are continuously digitized by Sam-14

pling ADCs (SADCs) and analyzed on-line in FPGAs to detect15

hits and extract energy and time information. The on-line dig-16

itizer algorithm was designed, optimized and implemented [3]17

in VHDL for a Xilinx FPGA. In order to gain flexibility and18

selectivity at high data rates, the PANDA collaboration devel-19

ops the trigger-less readout system [4]: all detector channels20

are self triggering entities and able to detect and pre-process21

signals and to transmit only the physically relevant informa-22

tion, sorted according to precise time-stamps. To verify the23

performance of the pile-up recovery algorithm over a large dy-24

namic energy range (1000) for different pulse-amplitude com-25

binations, the pile-up pulses were simulated using a measured26

and fitted pulse-response function. We present results for the27

prototype of a trigger-less readout chain including as key ingre-28

dient the synchronous optical link connection.29
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Figure 1: The barrel and forward-endcap components of the Panda EMC show-
ing the mounting structure of individual PWO crystals and subunits of 16 crys-
tals, respectively.

2. Trigger-less readout30

The logic scheme of the developed readout chain is pre-31

sented in fig. 2. The readout includes digitizer, data concentra-32

tor (DCON) and data-acquisition (DAQ) modules. The digitizer33

module is located inside the EMC volume, and contains SADCs34

for continuous digitisation of the preamplifier signals andan35

FPGA for on-line data processing. The feature-extraction al-36

gorithm, implemented in the FPGA, includes dynamic base-37

line compensation, hit detection and extraction of the hit infor-38

mation. Using a serial optical-link connection, these reduced39

data are transferred to the DMUX module, located outside the40

PANDA detector. This type of data connection is dictated by41

the high data rate and mechanical constraints. The DCON mod-42

ule collects data from several digitisers and performs datapre-43

processing, e.g. on-line pile-up recovery [5], time-ordering, and44

event pre-building. The pre-processed data are sent to the DAQ45

for on-line reconstruction of the physics signatures, likeshower46

detection and particle identification.47

The trigger-less readout concept requires precise time-48

synchronisation of all data acquired by the digitizer modules.49
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Figure 2: The logic scheme of the trigger-less readout for thePanda EMC.
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Figure 3: The relative difference [(σrec − σre f )/σre f ] between the recov-
ered (σrec) and reference (σre f ) energy resolution as function of the first and
second-pulse amplitude.

For this purpose the PANDA experiment employs a time dis-50

tribution system [6], which includes a specially designed data-51

transfer protocol. The clock and time information is distributed52

using optical-link connections. A time jitter of the synchroni-53

sation commands of less than 23ps was measured. In order54

to guarantee such a stable phase a special ”bit phase locking”55

procedure during the initialisation of the serial connection has56

to be followed.57

3. Pile-up recovery58

Measurements performed with an LED light-pulser suggest59

that the pulse shape is stable within a large dynamic range.60

Therefore, we expect a linear relation between the pulse ampli-61

tude (A) and the pulse integral (Isingle), i.e.,Isingle = k·A, wherek62

is a calibration constant. In case of pile-up of two pulses, we63

determine the first-pulse amplitude (A1) and the integral (Itot)64

of the pile-up pulse structure, which contains the energy infor-65

mation of both pulses. Thus,A2 = (Itot / k) − A1, whereA266

is the recovered second-pulse amplitude. The energy recovery67

method was studied for data collected using an LED light pulser68

over a time difference (∆ T
′

) interval of 1ns < ∆ T
′

< 600ns.69

It was shown that the second pile-up pulse amplitude can be re-70

covered up to∆ T
′

larger than the pulse rise time of 50ns [5].71

Since the measured pulse width is about 280ns, the pulses72

above∆ T
′

= 280 ns are completely separated and are used73

as reference. Therefore, the pile-up effect was simulated in the74

time interval of 50ns < ∆ T
′

< 280ns.75

From data measured with tagged photons [7] a pulse re-76

sponse function was derived. This response function was used77

to introduce two additional pulses into measured signal traces78

over a time difference interval of 50ns < ∆ T
′

< 280 ns for79

the first and second-pulse amplitudes in the range from 3.8mV80

to 3.8V. In this way, the amplitude and time of the introduced81
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Figure 4: The pile-up rate as a function of the EMC hit rate is estimated using
a Poissonian time-distribution function. The circles indicate the pile-up rate at
a hit-response time of 280ns and the triangles indicate the remaining pile-up
rate after pile-up recovery for an effective hit-response time of 50ns.

pulses were precisely controlled, while the realistic noise level82

from the measured signals was preserved. The relative differ-83

ence [(σrec − σre f )/σre f ] between the recovered (σrec) and the84

reference (σre f ) energy resolution as function of the first and85

second-pulse amplitudes is shown in fig. 3.86

While the signal amplitude can be recovered on the % level,87

the resolution can be recovered on the 10% level for almost all88

the combinations of the first and second-pulse amplitudes inthe89

range from 3.8mV to 3.8V. The maximum deviation of 20%90

is seen at the lowest pulse amplitudes. The pulse pile-up was91

simulated for a matrix of 5× 5 crystals. To this end we ex-92

ploited the amount of energy deposition measured for tagged93

photons in the prototype calorimeter (proto60) [7]. The pile-up94

recovered cluster energy resolution is 20 % worse than the ref-95

erence cluster energy resolution corresponding to the proto6096

results. The improvement on the pile-up rate was estimated us-97

ing a Poissonian time-distribution function and is shown asa98

function of the EMC hit rate in fig. 4. The pile-up rate observed99

in the pulse overlap region up to a time difference of 280ns100

is significantly reduced by recovering all pulses arriving after a101

time delay of about 50ns. After applying the recovery method,102

the pile-up rate at a maximum hit rate of 500kHz is reduced to103

2.4%.104

In summary, the trigger-less readout concept for the PANDA105

EMC was developed and successfully implemented and ap-106

plied. The feature-extraction algorithym was developed includ-107

ing energy and time definition and pulse pile-up recovery. A108

small jitter in the time-synchronisation of the synchronous op-109

tical link connection was verified. In the near future, data will110

be collected with a prototype detector array exposed to tagged111

photons at high rates using the online pile-up recovery.112
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